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Plot Overview. The Killer Angels tells the storyof the Battle of Gettysburg. On July 1, , the Army of Northern Virginia, or
Confederate army, and the Army of.

Shaara included the arguments between characters about how to go about the attack, which gives the reader
much more details about how complicated the few days of the battle were. He recalls praying and having an
undeniable sense that no one was listening. I hope to read this novel again some time in my life, and I suggest
that people read this book for learning, and for excitement. Men of honor, men of contradictions, good and
evil men, strong and weak men, men fighting their brothers-in-arms and their brothers-by-blood. The Army of
the Potomac is also moving, but slower, a characteristic that has plagued it for a long time. Lee wants a final,
definitive battle, and the Confederates are confident they can rout Gen. Lee, as a fifty-seven year old
Virginian, has less than a decade to live. Lew Armistead prepares to attack the Union line, thinking
sorrowfully of his best friend, Gen. Lee orders his generals to attack. Authority Roles Longstreet mourns the
recent deaths of three of his children to a fever. Also, the setting is portrayed: hot rainy weather; men feasting
on ripening cherries as they march and then suffering the after-effects of this diet; and areas deserted by the
local population who suspect the coming conflict. It is like listening to a newscaster report live on an
unfolding crisis. Although there are many good men. Lee prays silently and inwardly praises God for allowing
his heart pain to ease. As a realistic novel depicting war, there are multiple depictions of graphic battle
injuries. Lee led the Confederate Army, and that he was a highly skilled and experienced general. Pickett loses
sixty percent of his division. Lee visits among the troops and admits that the whole defeat was his fault. All
the characters in the novel are based on real historical figures. Confederate Gen. Robert E. First, they give the
reader a view of the action from the different levels of command. The story begins on June 29,  Lee had. You
must make do with the tools God has given for the job. Without this knowledge I would have been astounded
by the number of soldiers fighting and the many deaths that occurred in just one day. This was the first place
on earth where the man mattered more than the state. Many of the officers are good leaders and offer
compassion and guidance to their men. Analysis Shaara's style is to the point here, placing the reader clearly in
the location and time of the story â€” right before one of the major battles of the Civil War. Chamberlain, who
participated in one of the most famous segments of the Battle of Gettysburg, the fighting on Little Round Top.
This means a great deal of extra marching and maneuvering for the Confederate troops, who are already tired.
They come from all walks of life, with different languages, nationalities, religions, and customs. Because of
the way Mrs. This information surprises Longstreet, because General J. Lee arrives in Gettysburg and finds the
battle in full fury. Without being told directly, the reader is aware that something powerful, ominous, and
fateful is about to happen. The inclusion of a book's review does not constitute an endorsement by Focus on
the Family. They include General Robert E. Chamberlain determines not to abandon the hill, even if it means
death for himself and his regiment. No other profession requires it. He prays before battle and looks forward to
meeting God after his death. Several skirmishes take place and the Confederates appear to be winning. After
Confederate Commander Richard Ewell failed to carry out an important order that would possibly change the
outcome of the war, Robert E. Lee with the same reverence they have for their God, and they will follow Lee
anywhere.


